An assessment of the effect of horizontal soil moisture heterogeneity on the area-average measurement of cosmic-ray neutrons
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[1] The cosmic-ray neutron probe measures soil moisture over tens of hectares, thus averaging spatially variable soil moisture fields. A previous paper described how variable soil moisture profiles affect the integrated cosmic-ray neutron signal from which depth-average soil moisture is computed. Here, we investigate the effect of horizontal heterogeneity on the relationship between neutron counts and average soil moisture. Observations from a distributed sensor network at a site in southern Arizona indicate that the horizontal component of the total variance of the soil moisture field is less variably in time than the vertical component. Using results from neutron particle transport simulations we show that 1-D binary distributions of soil moisture may affect both the mean and variance of neutron counts of a cosmic-ray neutron detector placed arbitrarily in a soil moisture field, potentially giving rise to an underestimate of the footprint average soil moisture. Similar simulations that used 1-D and 2-D Gaussian soil moisture fields indicate consistent mean and variances of a randomly placed detector if the correlation length scales are short (less than ~30 m) and/or the soil moisture field variance is small (<0.032 m⁶). Taken together, these soil moisture observations and neutron transport simulations show that horizontal heterogeneity likely has a small effect on the relationship between mean neutron counts and average soil moisture for soils under natural conditions.


1. Introduction

[2] With the continued development of high-resolution land surface models [Wood et al., 2011], there is a great need for standardized, high-quality, and high-resolution soil moisture data sets. Given the large horizontal footprint of the cosmic-ray neutron probe at tens of hectares [Desilets and Zreda, 2013] and its effective measurement depth of tens of centimeters [Zreda et al., 2008], the probe is an ideal candidate for model calibration and validation. With the long-term deployment of 50 probes around the continental USA—and eventual expansion to 500—the COsmic-ray Soil Moisture Observing System (COSMOS, data available at http://cosmos.lwr.arizona.edu/) [Zreda et al. 2012] has the potential to provide some of these required high-resolution soil moisture data sets.

[3] The cosmic-ray neutron probe is sensitive to all hydrogen atoms in the measurement volume [Desilets et al., 2010]. Previous publications have evaluated the effects of water vapor [Rosolem et al., 2013], growing vegetation [Hornbuckle et al., 2012], and 1-D wetting and drying cycles in porous media [Franz et al., 2012a] on measured neutron counts. In this paper, we explore the potential effects due to horizontal soil moisture heterogeneity inside the ~28 ha measurement area. At this spatial scale, soil texture, soil structure, and topography may all play critical roles on the organization of soil moisture [Crow et al., 2012; Famiglietti et al., 2008] and modeling of porous media [Vereecken et al., 2007] suggest an inverted parabolic relationship between the mean and standard deviation of soil moisture. This spatial heterogeneity has been used to estimate soil hydraulic properties through inverse stochastic modeling [Vereecken et al., 2007]. However, this inherent spatial heterogeneity makes comparison of footprint-scale soil moisture and sparse ground-based observations difficult [Crow et al., 2012].

[4] The objective of this work is to investigate how the spatial organization of soil moisture may affect cosmic-ray neutron probe measurements and subsequent estimation of area-average soil moisture. The key assumption of the cosmic-ray neutron method is that low-energy neutrons (defined here as neutrons between 1 and 1000 eV, see section 2.2) above the soil-atmospheric interface form a well-mixed reservoir because (1) the velocity of low-energy neutrons have velocities of tens to thousands of kilometers per second [Zreda et al., 2012], (2) the collision mean free path
of low-energy neutrons in air is $\sim 30$ m [Desilets, 2011], and (3) during the scattering process the low-energy neutrons on average go through 20 to 60 collisions [Desilets, 2011]. Here we describe various degrees of heterogeneous soil moisture fields where the mean neutron count rate is either representative or not of the area-average soil moisture.

In this work, we present a suite of near surface soil moisture observations derived from geophysical instruments in a semiarid shrubland in southern Arizona to characterize the spatiotemporal soil moisture patterns. Using a distributed sensor network, we present a time series of area-average soil moisture inside the cosmic-ray neutron probe footprint. In addition, we present neutron particle transport modeling results that show neutron intensities under prescribed, hypothetical soil moisture heterogeneities in 1-D and 2-D.

2. Methodology

The methods section starts with a description of the study site in southern Arizona, section 2.1, where two different geophysical methods were used to estimate near surface soil moisture. Section 2.2 describes the cosmic-ray neutron method for estimating continuous area-average soil moisture and section 2.3 describes continuous point measurements using time-domain-transmission probes in a distributed sensor network. The last section, 2.4, describes the neutron particle transport code used to simulate the response of the cosmic-ray neutron probe to different site conditions.

2.1. Study Site

Soil moisture was measured with two different geophysical techniques at the Santa Rita Experimental Range (SRER) in southern Arizona (31.9085°N 110.8394°W, Figure 1a) [Franz et al., 2012b]. The mean annual rainfall at SRER is $\sim 400$ mm, with 50% occurring between July and September [Scott et al., 2008]. Actual evapotranspiration ranges from 3 mm day$^{-1}$ to 4 mm day$^{-1}$ in summer months (June–September) and from $\sim 0$ mm day$^{-1}$ to 2 mm day$^{-1}$ during winter months (December–February) [Cavanaugh et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2008]. The vegetation at SRER is composed primarily of creosotebush ($\sim 14\%$ by area), with some grasses, forbes, catcii, and mesquite ($\sim 10\%$ by area) [Cavanaugh et al., 2011]. Cavanaugh et al. [2011] characterized the soils as Agustin sandy loam with 5% to 15% gravel in the top meter, and having a relatively deep caliche layer ($> 1$ m). The landscape consists of long narrow subcatchments and has an average slope of 2° (Figure 1b).

2.2. Area-Average Soil Moisture Measurements Using a Cosmic-Ray Neutron Probe

A cosmic-ray neutron probe (Model CRS-1000 from Hydroinnova LLC, Albuquerque, NM) was installed at the study site on 2 June 2010 as part of the COSMOS network [Zreda et al., 2012]. Zreda et al. [2012] provides a comprehensive summary of cosmic-ray physics, the cosmic-ray neutron probe, and the method used to quantify soil moisture using low-energy neutron counts. Here we use the moderated or fast neutron detector at SRER to quantify soil moisture. The moderated neutron detector is shielded by 2.5 cm of plastic making it most sensitive to neutrons between 1 eV and 1000 eV with a median energy of 10 eV [Desilets, 2011; Knoll, 2000]. We note from neutron transport modeling that the relationship between average hydrogen content and neutron flux is nearly identical over these energy ranges.

Desilets et al. [2010] developed a nonlinear calibration function that relates average volumetric water content to moderated neutron counts

$$\theta(N) = \frac{0.0808}{\left(\frac{N}{N_0}\right)^{0.372}} - 0.115$$

where $\theta$ (m$^3$ m$^{-3}$) is the average volumetric water content, $N$ is the moderated neutron counting rate (count h$^{-1}$, cph)
normalized to a reference atmospheric pressure and solar activity level [Zreda et al., 2012], and $N_0$ (cph) is the moderated counting rate over dry soil under the same reference conditions and needs to be estimated with at least one independent soil moisture calibration. Franz et al. [2012b] performed a detailed analysis of $N_0$ at SRER and found it varied between a minimum value of 3100 and maximum value of 3300 cph for five different calibration datasets, resulting in an RMSE = 0.0165 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ when comparing it to independent soil moisture estimates from a distributed sensor network.

[10] Using neutron particle transport modeling Zreda et al. [2008] found that the probe has a horizontal support of ~28 ha (a circle with radius 300 m at sea level in a dry atmosphere). More recently Desilets and Zreda [2013] found the support radius is reduced by 20 m per additional 10 g of water per kg of air but does increase with elevation above sea level. Zreda et al. [2008] also indicates the vertical support ranges from 12 cm in saturated soils to 70 cm in hydrogen free soils. However, Zreda et al. [2012] found that background soil water in the continental USA (sum of lattice water and soil organic carbon water equivalent) varies between 0.01 gg$^{-1}$ and 0.10 gg$^{-1}$ thus reducing the effective vertical depth to ~30–40 cm in dry soils (no pore water). Building on this work, Franz et al. [2012a] coupled a solution to the 1-D Richards equation with the neutron particle transport model and derived an expression for the vertical support of the probe given uniform and vertically variable soil moisture profiles. Due to the different vertical distribution of soil moisture between wetting and drying cycles, Franz et al. [2012a] found that the relationship between neutron counts and average soil moisture was nonunique, and that the size of the resulting hysteretic loop was largest for coarse textured soils in which sharp wetting fronts may exist that the size of the resulting hysteretic loop was largest for coarse textured soils in which sharp wetting fronts may exist.
3. Results

3.1. Observed Continuous Soil Moisture Patterns

![Graph](image)

The time series of soil moisture profiles (Figure 2a) from the TDT sensors show two contrasting behaviors. First, during summer months (June–September) the soil moisture dynamics are confined to the top 20 cm of the soil and deep infiltration is absent. As expected, the probe at 5 cm is consistently lower than the other probes, indicating strong evaporation at the soil surface. Second, during winter months (December–February) soil moisture variations in time extend to the depth of 70 cm. This is due to low evapotranspiration that permits deep infiltration.

During infiltration events, we find the total standard deviation (computed as the standard deviation of all probes at depths of 10, 20, and 30 cm, shown by upper limb of black dots in Figure 2c) of the soil moisture field increases with mean soil moisture. We also find the upper limb approximately follows the inverted parabolic shape reported elsewhere between the mean and standard deviation of soil moisture ([Famiglietti et al., 2008; Vereecken et al., 2007]) (Note that the maximum mean soil moisture at SRER is only 0.20 m$^3$/m$^2$ so only the increasing part of the inverted parabola is shown). However, we do find that after peak soil moisture for a given rain event, the total standard deviation decays faster and hysteretically during drainage as compared to infiltration (Figure 2c) as suggested by homogenization affects due to vegetation ([Ivanov et al., 2010]). By computing the vertical component of the total standard deviation (computed as the standard deviation of the 10, 20, and 30 cm layer averages), the remaining horizontal component can be isolated (red dots in Figure 2b). The nonzero baseline of the horizontal standard deviation likely is influenced by the level of soil texture variability present at the 18 different profile locations around the footprint. During extended dry periods, the total standard deviation approaches the horizontal value indicating the lack of vertical heterogeneity due to soil drying to uniform low moisture content in the top 30 cm. We note that we slightly underestimate the total and vertical standard deviation of the top 30 cm as some of the surface soil moisture will be missed by the 10 cm probes.

3.2. Modeled Neutron Response to 1-D Horizontal Heterogeneity

[17] Using MCNPx, we investigated how 1-D horizontal heterogeneity of soil moisture affects the neutron counts. The heterogeneous soil moisture fields were created using different methods. First, stripes of soils with different sizes and alternating moisture values were created. This was the simplest heterogeneity investigated in this work. More complex heterogeneities were created using stochastic methods based on Gaussian random fields and produced the most realistic distribution of soil moisture.

[18] One-dimensional heterogeneity was made of alternating dry (soil moisture of 0.05 m$^3$/m$^2$) and wet (0.35 m$^3$/m$^2$) stripes that extend across the modeling domain in one direction, and that have variable second dimension—from 2 m to 600 m. Neutron intensity for simulated detectors placed every 50 m between 300 and 900 m was calculated for each geometry along a center line going across the domain in the direction perpendicular to the stripes. These neutron intensities were then converted to equivalent uniform soil moisture values using equation (1). The input soil moisture fields (left column), modeled neutron intensities (center column), and modeled soil moistures (right column) are shown in Figure 3. The top row in Figure 3 shows the configuration with the narrow stripes 50 m wide, the middle row is for 150 m wide stripes, and the bottom for 600 m wide stripes. With increasing stripe size, the deviations of the modeled neutron counts at each detector vary systematically until we reach the step-like function for a probe footprint radius of ~300 m. Given the nonlinear relationship between neutron counts and soil moisture (equation (1)), the sharp decrease in modeled neutron counts is evident as the detectors approach the step function in the soil moisture field (Figure 3, bottom row). Whereas the local detectors are consistent with the average neutron conditions over the footprint radius, the nonlinearity in equation (1) may lead to average soil moisture values that are too low compared to the actual soil moisture field. We note that while this exercise was useful in establishing the importance of horizontal heterogeneity, this geometry is unrealistic and results in an overestimate of the influence of the
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**Figure 2.** (a) Hourly horizontally averaged TDT data by depth at SRER between July 2011 and September 2012. (b) Total (black), and horizontal (red) components of the standard deviation of the soil moisture field between 0 and 30 cm. (c) Relationship between the mean and standard deviation of soil moisture between 0 and 30 cm. Note only the 10, 20, and 30 cm probe were used to compute the mean and standard deviation for the entire time series.
distribution of neutron intensity and therefore it is useful to look at more realistic soil moisture distribution scenarios.

[19] In addition to using uniform soil moisture stripes, we investigated more realistic 1-D soil moisture fields by creating stripe widths and soil moisture values using random Gaussian fields with known mean, variance, and correlation length. Figure 4 shows the results from two dry (mean 0.05 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, variance 0.022 m$^6$ m$^{-6}$, rows 1 and 2) and wet cases (0.30 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, 0.055 m$^6$ m$^{-6}$, rows 3 and 4) for two different correlation lengths (2 m and 100 m). As with the uniform stripes, also here the modeled neutron counts are affected by the location of the detector and the surrounding soil moisture field; with longer correlation lengths (Figure 4, rows 2 and 4) resulting in larger neutron count variations. But there is a difference between the two geometries. In the case of uniform stripe widths, neutron-derived soil moisture showed a consistent negative bias everywhere in the domain (right column in Figure 3). In contrast, here neutron-derived soil moisture had no such bias (right column in Figure 4). The modeled oscillations at a detector reflect the local soil moisture field when averaging over a 600 m window around the detector location as shown by the blue line in Figure 4.

[20] Generalizing the various 1-D cases, we plot the modeled response of the probe to various uniform binary and Gaussian soil moisture fields (Figure 5). Here the x axis is the characteristic length of the soil moisture field (either stripe width for uniform binary cases or correlation length for Gaussian fields) divided by the footprint radius. The y axis is the neutron deviation, maximum neutron count minus minimum neutron count divided by expected neutron count for a given soil moisture, for a randomly placed box detector in the field (along axis in 1-D). The neutron deviation grows with increasing normalized characteristic length approaching its maximum value near 1. As expected, the largest neutron count deviation is for the uniform binary case with the largest soil moisture spread, the binary distribution $B[0.05, 0.35$ m$^3$ m$^{-3}]$ that assumes values of 0.05 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ and 0.35 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ only. For the $B[0.15, 0.25$ m$^3$ m$^{-3}]$ case, the magnitude of the neutron deviation is greatly reduced. The Gaussian soil moisture cases have smaller neutron deviations comparatively to uniform binary cases, where $B[0.05, 0.35$ m$^3$ m$^{-3}]$ and $N(0.20$ m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, 0.045 m$^6$ m$^{-6}$) have a similar spread of soil moisture values. For the Gaussian fields with variances of 0.022 and 0.032 m$^6$ m$^{-6}$ and normalized characteristic lengths less than $\sim$0.10 (equal to a correlation length of 30 m), the neutron deviations are not statistically different from the numerical uncertainty in the MCNPx modeling.
3.3. Modeled Neutron Response to 2-D Horizontal Heterogeneity

We investigated two hypothetical 2-D cases using checkerboards with varying grid sizes. The first case was for binary soil moisture values and the second for soil moisture values drawn from a Gaussian distribution specified by a mean and variance. Figure 6 compares the 1-D and 2-D modeling results in terms of the mean modeled neutron counts and standard deviation of modeled neutron counts for a randomly placed box detector along an axis. For the 1-D binary stripe cases, (stripe sizes 2, 4, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 100, 150, 200, 300, and 600 m) both the mean and standard deviation of modeled neutron counts are functions of the stripe width. In addition, the mean modeled neutron counts are larger for the binary case $B[0.05, 0.35 \text{ m}^3 \text{ m}^{-3}]$ as compared to $B[0.15, 0.25 \text{ m}^3 \text{ m}^{-3}]$, despite having the same mean field soil moisture value. This difference in mean modeled counts is due to averaging the non-linear function of soil moisture versus neutron counts (equation (1)) for heterogeneous fields: dry soils correspond to very high neutron counts and have a disproportionately large effect on the neutron count leading to underestimates of average soil moisture for the footprint.

In the 2-D binary checkerboard cases (checkerboard side sizes 50, 100, 200, 300, and 600 m), the absolute difference in the mean modeled counts between the $B[0.05, 0.35 \text{ m}^3 \text{ m}^{-3}]$ and $B[0.15, 0.25 \text{ m}^3 \text{ m}^{-3}]$ cases is clearly discernible. However, the standard deviations are similar.

Figure 4. Hypothetical cases of dry (mean 0.05 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, variance 0.022 m$^6$ m$^{-6}$, rows 1 and 2) and wet (mean 0.30 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, variance 0.055 m$^6$ m$^{-6}$, rows 3 and 4) stripes with varying correlation lengths (2 and 100 m) (left column), modeled neutron counts (middle column), and estimated soil moisture along domain (right column). Error bars are 1 standard error of the mean flux value from the MCNPx modeling and the blue lines are 600 m window averages of the soil moisture field.
and are not a function of the checkerboard side distance, which is in stark contrast to the geometries involving stripes. Finally, for the checkerboard with soil moisture values drawn from a Gaussian distribution, \( N(0.20 \text{ m}^3 \text{ m}^{-3}, 0.022 \text{ m}^6 \text{ m}^{-6}) \) and \( N(0.20 \text{ m}^3 \text{ m}^{-3}, 0.045 \text{ m}^6 \text{ m}^{-6}) \), the mean modeled neutron values and their standard deviations are similar and do not depend on checkerboard side distance.

4. Discussion

4.1. A General Relationship Between Neutrons and Horizontal Soil Moisture Fields

[23] Because the relationship between neutron counts and soil moisture is nonlinear (equation (1)), heterogeneous soil moisture conditions may lead to different neutron count rates for the same field average soil moisture (Figure 6). By extension, it can be conjectured that the same neutron count rate can be measured for different average soil moisture fields. Here we have identified soil moisture patterns where both the mean and standard deviation of modeled neutron counts depend on the spatial structure of the soil moisture field. These obfuscating cases were simulated for uniform binary soil moisture fields in 1-D and 2-D, which are not realistic representations of field conditions. In contrast, Gaussian soil moisture fields did not exhibit this behavior (Figures 5 and 6). Simulations of 1-D Gaussian fields showed consistent behavior of locally measured neutrons and conversation to average soil moisture with that of a 600 m window average of the true soil moisture field (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Modeled probe response for a randomly placed box detector in 1-D binary and Gaussian soil moisture fields with the same mean field soil moisture value. The magnitude of the neutron deviation grows as the characteristic length (either stripe size or correlation length) of the soil moisture field approaches the footprint radius of \( \sim 300 \text{ m} \). For short characteristic lengths, the neutron deviation is small and not statistically different from the numerical model uncertainty. Note the mean value in the y axis neutron deviation is the expected count rate of 1794 cph for a homogeneous soil moisture field at 0.20 m\(^3\) m\(^{-3}\).
4.2. General Soil Moisture Patterns Observations

From SRER

[24] We have characterized the soil moisture field at SRER using two geophysical methods, TDT probes and a cosmic-ray neutron probe, and combined the field data with neutron particle transport modeling to investigate the impact of horizontal heterogeneity of soil moisture on neutron counts. The TDT data show that the total standard deviation of the soil moisture field increases with the mean soil moisture (Figure 2b). By decomposing the standard deviation into the vertical and horizontal component, we are able to investigate the temporal stability of the calibration parameter $N_0$. Because the $N_0$ value in equation (1) is typically calibrated with local samples, the horizontal component of the standard deviation will be implicitly accounted for in the calibration function. That means that if the horizontal component of variation is not changing significantly in time, $N_0$ will not be a function of the mean of the soil moisture field. TDT data from SRER indicate that the horizontal component of the standard deviation varies between 0.01 and 0.05 m$^3$/m$^2$, which is likely to cause only minor deviations in the $N_0$ value and mean soil moisture estimates as computed with MCNPx from hypothetical soil moisture fields (data not shown here). We also note for the short periods following rain events, the total standard deviation may be large due to soil moisture differences with depth (infiltration fronts). For these periods, we also recommend vertical averaging of the profile (instead of simple arithmetic averages) following equations in Franz et al. [2012a] in order to account for the potential hysteresis.

4.3. Placement of Neutron Detectors in Heterogeneous Fields

[25] Placement of cosmic-ray neutron probes in heterogeneous fields should prescribe to the following suggestions based on MCNPx modeling and observed heterogeneity at SRER. For cases of 1-D heterogeneity, locally dry stripes may result in average neutron counts that are too high, resulting in too low average soil moisture. In addition, as the individual stripe lengths exceed 10 m (Figure 6), the standard deviation of neutron counts increases with stripe size making placement of the detector in this random field sensitive to small-scale conditions.

[26] While these types of conditions are unlikely in nature, irrigated fields and urban environments (for example those with wide roads) may contain soil moisture fields approaching this structure of heterogeneity. For such conditions, the calibration function will be different than that in equation (1). To accommodate this change, we recommend defining a local calibration function using multiple calibration data sets at different soil moisture values or using MCNPx and local site conditions to define a unique, local calibration function.

[27] For natural ecosystems, local wet and dry patches may exist given the spatial distribution of soil texture and site topography, as observed at SRER and described elsewhere [Crow et al., 2012]. Simulations of 1-D Gaussian fields suggest that observed neutron counts will be largely insensitive to soil moisture fields with short correlation length scales, less than ~30m (Figures 4 and 5). Placement or movement of the probe in locally wet or dry areas may result in small neutron count differences, but the differences would be reflected in the local averaging of the soil moisture field (a window average of ~600 m).

[28] Two-dimensional binary soil moisture fields may affect average neutron counts. However, this is not true for the more realistic soil moisture fields with Gaussian distributed values. Time-lapse electromagnetic induction surveys at SRER suggest the soil moisture field has a near Gaussian distribution following rain events. Repeated calibration data sets of $N_0$ in equation (1) [Franz et al., 2012b] and the small value of the horizontal component of the standard deviation of the soil moisture field (Figure 2b) suggest the soil moisture patterns at SRER do not cause large deviations in the local calibration function. Future work should focus on the temporal stability of the calibration parameter $N_0$ at other cosmic-ray probe sites, the quantification of the horizontal component of the standard deviation of the soil moisture field, and the potential effects of the horizontal component of the standard deviation on the local calibration function.

5. Conclusions

[29] The work described herein has led to four conclusions:

[30] 1. Modeling simulations indicate that soil moisture fields with short correlation lengths (less than ~30 m) and/or small variances (<0.032 m$^3$/m$^2$) have no significant impact on average neutron counts for a randomly placed detector in a Gaussian field.

[31] 2. Modeling simulations indicate that binary or near-binary soil moisture distributions would result in underestimates of soil moisture because the dry areas are disproportionately represented in the observed neutron counts.

[32] 3. The impact of horizontal soil moisture heterogeneity on average neutron counts and area-average soil moisture is minimal where (1) soil moisture fields are near Gaussian and (2) the variance of the soil moisture field is implicitly included in the estimate of $N_0$ in equation (1) and remains constant in time.

[33] 4. For special site conditions where horizontal heterogeneity has been identified as important (i.e., 1-D stripes), it is critical to establish local calibration functions with onsite sampling or numerical modeling instead of utilizing equation (1).
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